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Use of higher rate numbers by Government Departments
1 Introduction
1 For the general population, telephone services are an essential method of contacting
Government departments. Whilst there is a trend towards online communication, telephone
calls still account for 43% of all customer contacts.1 Central Government websites list at
least 365 customer service telephone numbers currently in operation.2

2 The House of Commons Public Accounts Committee (PAC) recently held an inquiry and
published a report on this issue, ‘Charges for customer telephone lines’ (November 2013).
The report makes a number of recommendations to Government. It notes that in 2012-2013,
63% of calls to central Government were to higher rate telephone numbers. The estimated
cost to callers of these calls was £56 million. Callers to higher rate lines paid £26 million in
call charges while waiting to speak to an adviser.3

3 The PAC report recommends that the Cabinet Office urgently establishes clear principles
on charging for telephone calls and provides access to low cost alternatives to high rate
numbers, particularly for services accessed by vulnerable people. The report further
recommends that the Cabinet Office require “open-book arrangements” for all Government
contracts where suppliers generate extra money from higher rates.4

4 I have been contacted by constituents in Walsall South about the use of higher rate
telephone lines by Government departments. Many expressed concerns about lines with the
prefixes 0845, 0844, and 0843 and the associated charges.

5 In view of the concerns of my constituents and others, I wanted to establish exactly what
the position was across Government departments. In particular I wanted to ascertain
whether Government departments are consistent in the call rates they use, whether cheaper
alternative numbers are available and who is affected by the use of higher rates lines.
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6 This report builds on the PAC report by providing a comprehensive breakdown by
Government department of the use of higher rate lines. I want to thank all the Government
departments who responded and provided helpful information. Analysing the response from
each department shows the trends across Government, highlighting anomalies and
providing examples of good practice.
2 Methodology
7 Using the parliamentary tool of the written question to tease out details of Government
policy and to respond to constituency concerns, I asked every Government department the
following question:
‘How many telephone lines with the prefix (a) 0845, (b) 0844, and (c) 0843 his/her
Department (i) operates and (ii) sponsors; how many calls each number has received in the
last 12 months; and whether alternative numbers charged at the BT local rate are available
in each case.’
8 The responses received were collated and summarised in a table form in Appendix 1
(page 8). The response from the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) lists a number
of telephone lines used by the Department for various benefits.

9 The written response from each department is included in Appendix 2 (page 11).
A number of departments did not reply by the named day. These were the Cabinet Office,
Communities and Local Government, Justice, the Home Office and the Treasury.
3 Higher Rate Numbers
10 Government departments use telephone numbers with a range of different charges.
Individual Departments are responsible for setting up customer telephone lines, choosing
number prefixes, and negotiating contracts with telephone service providers.5

11 In 2010, the Cabinet Office issued the following guidance to Government departments:


All departments that share revenue with the terminating call provider (whether by
direct payment or a discount to call services) are required to know who retains
additional revenue and ensure transparency to the public.

5
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Departments using 084/087 numbers that have agreed not to share revenue should
consider whether a different number range such as 03 is more appropriate for their
service.



It is not appropriate for public bodies to use revenue generating numbers exclusively
when dealing with people on low incomes.6

12 According to a National Audit Office report (July 2013) under the Coalition Government
the Cabinet Office has played no role in monitoring or co-ordinating government telephone
lines.7
13 The exact costs to callers of using higher rate telephone numbers are also subject to
variations within the telephone market which, as the PAC report notes, offers an ever
changing variety of call packages.8

14 In the UK, higher rate numbers generally cost significantly more than other number types
(such as those with 01, 02, or 03 prefixes) particularly where a mobile telephone is used.9
The main prefixes the Government uses are as follows:
a) Geographic numbers with 01 or 02 prefixes charge low rates for landline calls but can be
more expensive from mobile calls. The average call cost (a) from a landline is 3.4p, and (b)
from a mobile is 1.1p.

b) Non geographic numbers with 03 prefix cost the same as a call to a geographic 01 or
02 number. The average call cost (a) from a landline is 3.4p, and (b) from a mobile is 1.1p.
c) Freephone numbers with 080 prefixes such as 0800 are non-geographic numbers.
These are free to call from landlines but currently chargeable on mobile telephones. The
average call cost (a) from a landline is free, and (b) from a mobile is 16.2p.

d) Higher rate numbers are non-geographic numbers with 084 prefixes such as 0845, 0844
and 0843 and are usually more expensive to call than 03 numbers. The receiving
organisation can share in call revenue, and so these numbers are sometimes known as
‘revenue sharing’ numbers. The average call cost to an 0844 number (a) from a landline is
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5.6p, and (b) from a mobile is 17.1p. The average call cost to an 0845 number (a) from a
landline is 4.2p, and (b) from a mobile is 17.1p.10
4 Discussion
15 The absence of a coordinated policy makes it difficult to make generalisations about the
use of higher rate numbers by Government. A number of observable trends did, however,
emerge from individual departments’ responses to the written question:
16 A minority of Government departments are not operating any higher rate numbers.
This is the case with departments with direct contact with the public such as the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) and Culture, Media and Sport (CMS).
17 Government continues to make extensive use of higher rate numbers. Government
departments with significant direct contact with the public such as the Department of Health
(DH), the DWP and HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) still operate higher rate lines. DWP
currently operates 180 0845 numbers, providing no alternative geographic number. HMRC
has operated 511 0845 lines in the last 12 months, receiving 43,740,532 calls to those lines,
the highest number of any Government department.
18 Some departments are moving towards alternative, non-higher rate numbers. The
Department of Education, for example, has made available an alternative 0300 number
which costs no more than a national call to an 01 or 02 number. Similarly, the Department
for Transport 0845 Highway Agency Information Line now operates as a diversion number to
the new cheaper number (prefix 03), which will ‘shortly’ become the only available number.
19 There is no consistent, cross-departmental policy over telephone charges. It is
encouraging to see a number of departments changing to lower-cost 03 alternative numbers.
However there is no agreed, cross-departmental policy including a timeframe to do this.
There are also a number of anomalies. It is not clear, for example, why the Northern Ireland
Office operates an 0844 number for staff to call in the case of emergencies while other
departments do not.
20 Vulnerable users in greatest need of public services and those on low income
often face higher charges. There are cases of Government departments charging higher
rates for customers to call helplines. DWP, for example, operates a number of higher rate
lines used by those already on benefits. Jobseeker Direct received 1,459,429 calls on an
10
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0845 line, and 232,323 calls were made to Maternity Allowance on an 0845 line in the last
12 months. A number of benefit lines including the Redundancy Payments Service Helpline
also use 0845 lines. Primary Benefits Line had 30,111,626 calls from November 2012 to
October 2013.
21 DH operates a number of higher rate lines for potentially vulnerable users. Healthy
Start, a scheme intended to help women who are either pregnant or have a child under four
years old to buy some basic foods with local retailers,11 has an 0845 line which received
approximately 350,000 calls in the year up to 20 October 2013, offering no alternative
number.
22 Government departments appear not to consistently warn vulnerable users about
higher rate lines. The DH Healthy Start line, for example, does not mention that it is a
higher rate line. According to the NAO, DWP is the only department that consistently uses
automated messages to warn callers of higher rates.12
23 A number of departments supplied incomplete figures. The Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) , which states that 4 lines use the prefix 0845, did not
state the number of calls in each case or whether alternative numbers are provided. The
Department for Communities and Local Government does not include in its written response
the practices of organisations which may receive grant funding from the Department or have
contracts with the Department.
5 Conclusions and Recommendations
24 The lack of a consistent, cross-departmental policy on higher rate numbers and the
prevalence of higher rate lines for use by the most vulnerable in society needs to be
addressed. The Government should consider taking the following steps:
25 Lines serving vulnerable and low-income groups within departments such as DH,
DWP and HMRC should phase out higher rate numbers immediately.
26 The Cabinet Office should conduct a review to establish which services support
the largest numbers of vulnerable and low-income users.
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27 The Cabinet Office should coordinate the phasing out of higher rate telephone
lines across Government departments. It should appoint a team to liaise closely with
departments to implement a consistent, cross-departmental policy.
28 The Cabinet Office should issue guidance to ensure that departments have an
agreed timeframe for phasing out higher rate (0845, 0844 and 0843) numbers to be
replaced by geographic local numbers (such as those with 01, 02, or 03 prefixes).
29 The Cabinet Office should monitor compliance with its own guidance.
30 Departments should publish a timetable for their progress towards phasing out
higher rate numbers.
31 Correspondence to the public should state cheaper alternative lines to call during
the phasing out process.
32 Arms-length bodies and private contractors delivering public services must
adhere to the same timeframe as central Government lines for phasing out higher rate
numbers and publishing their results. The response from CLG states that they have
not “received or included the practises of all the organisations which may receive
grant funding from or have contracts with the Department”. This should be done as
soon as possible.
33 Departments should consider using automated messages to ensure that all users
are warned about higher charges. Messages should provide details of cheaper, alternative
numbers during the phasing out period.
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Appendix 1
Table of Responses
Department

Business,
Innovation and
Skills

0845

0844

0843

0

0

2. Neither line is targeted at users of public services
and one of them has an alternative local landline
number and call-back service. One of the 0845
numbers will be replaced in the new year with a web
portal and call-back service. The use of the other 0845
line to be reviewed in the new year.

0

0

Communities and
Local Government

0

0

0

Culture, Media and
Sport

0

0

0

730 calls received in last 12
months.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cabinet Office

4 lines operated:

0845 015 0010—BIS publications order line

0845 015 0020—BIS publications order line
(fax)

0845 015 0030—BIS publications order line
(minicom)

0845 600 9006—Business Link helpline.
The number of calls is not stated.




Defence



Education

Energy and Climate
Change
Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs

195,733 calls received in last 12 months.
Possible but unlikely that additional premium
rate telephone lines are used outside of the
Defence Fixed Telecommunications Service
contract with BT, but this information is not
held centrally.
Alternative numbers available for those
numbers in the table and are charged at the
BT peak residential rate. Costs from mobile
phones would depend on the mobile
package.

0845 lines currently in use, along with the number of
calls made to each over the last 12 months and, for
comparison, over 2009-10:
Service line

2009-10

0845 609
0009
0845 600
7979
0845 602
2260

71,808

Last 12
months
35,000

148,143

16,435

251,868

11,978

0





Core DEFRA operates 1 helpline using the
prefix 0845, delivered by Serco.
The DEFRA helpline received 52,258 calls
between November 2012 and October 2013.
Core DEFRA offers an alternative number to
international callers. The number is also
available to BT users in the UK who may be
charged at the local call rate.
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No
reply

Department

Foreign and
Commonwealth
Office

0845

0. In Feb 2013 discontinued the Consular Travel
Advice helpline which was handled by a contracted
company using 0845.

Health

Service line
Healthy Start
Issuing Unit
(0845 607
6823)
Major Incident
Line (0845
prefix)
NHS Business
Services
Authority
(NHSBSA) – a
‘number’ of
0845 lines,
being replaced
over time by
0300 numbers
Total
Service line

Calls (year up
to Oct 2013)
350,000

0

Cost (pence
per minute)
<4

No figures
given

No figures
given

No figures
given

No figures
given

1,997,421
Calls (last 12
months)

10
Alternative BT
local rate
available

Nationality
Contact Centre

537,070

No

Asylum
Support Line

53,975

No

MPs Enquiry
Line

24,421

No

Customer
Letters

424,000

No

Passport
verification
services

43,099

No

0843

0

Service
line

Healthy
Start
Reimbur
sement
Unit
Nursery
Milk
Scheme

Calls
(year up
to Sept
2013)
12,015

Cost
(pence
per
minute)
<4

16,210

<4

0

0

0

One 0845 number for UK calls to the Public
Enquiry Point
No record of the number of calls made to the
0845 number and no alternative offered.

0

0

33 numbers used
No central records for the number of calls
that each number has received within the
last 12 months.
This information can be obtained only at
significantly disproportionate time and cost.
8 alternative national rate numbers
available.
Department currently uses forty-one 0300
numbers and is in the process of changing
more 0845 numbers to 0300

2

0

0

1 line for updating staff in the
event of an emergency

0

0

0

0

Home Office



International
Development






Justice





Northern Ireland

0844

Office
Scotland Office
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No
reply

Department

0845

Transport

Work and Pensions

0843

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The Department operates 180 x 0845 numbers. There
are no alternative geographic numbers. Below are the
most frequently used 0845 lines. The full table is
attached.

0

0

Service line

Number

Call in last 12
months
11,077

Highways
0845 750 4030
Agency
Highways
0845 955 6575 24,823
Agency
(Switchboard)
VOSA (Vehicle 0845 600 5977 3,345
Operators
Services
Agency)

511 in the last 12 months

In the 12 months ending 31 October 2013
HMRC received 43,740,532 calls to those
0845 lines.

April - September 2013: HMRC introduced
alternative 03 numbers for all customer
facing 0845 lines

Treasury

Wales Office

0844

Service line

Calls in last 12
months

Maternity
allowance

232,616

NINO
(National
Insurance No
Allocation)
allowance

1,337,069

Employer
Direct

423,643

Jobseeker
Direct

1,459,893

Self Service

44,237

Social Fund

3,774,622

Health and
Safety
Executive

22,893

Workplace
Pension
Information
Line

1,767

Benefit Cap

16,554

Primary
Benefits
Enquiry (inc
SDA)

30,111,626
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No
reply

JCP (Job
Centre Plus)
Switchboard

12,093,284

Bereavement
Benefit Only

154,742

Industrial
Injuries
Disablement
Benefit

147,550

Future
Pension
Centre

569,891

National
Pension
Centre

123,646

Pension
Tracing
Service

61,004

State Pension
Equalisation

2,338

International
Pension
Centre

519,841

Future
Pension
Centre

42,583

Pension
Changes

4,777,380

National
Pension
Centre –
Winter Fuel

162,203

DLA (Disability
Living
Allowance) &
AA
(Attendance
Allowance)

4,838,145

Carers
Allowance

1,119,843

PIP (Personal
Independence
Payment)
Enquiries

389,554

Universal
Credit
Helpdesk

15,337

BLS (Bank
Liaison
Section)

68,972
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TPP(Third
Party
Payment)

17,472

HR

292,268

Debt Recovery

1,113,789

Recovery
From Estates

84,896

Eligible Loans
Deduction
Scheme

4,925
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Appendix 2
Written answers by Department

Department:
Business, Innovation and Skills

14

Cabinet Office

15

Communities and Local Government

18

Culture, Media and Sport

19

Defence

20

Education

21

Energy and Climate Change

23

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

24

Foreign and Commonwealth Office

25

Health

26

Home Office

28

International Development

30

Justice

31

Northern Ireland Office

33

Scotland Office

34

Transport

35

Treasury

37

Wales Office

38

Work and Pensions

39

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42
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